
Homework 3

1. (4 points) Complete the pseudo code bwlow to figure out the most frequent word in an article, and
justify the time cost of your algorithm.

(a) We will use a MAP hash table with size N to implement the alg. The entry is (key,value) pair
where key is the word and value is the number of appearance

Alg mostFreq(file)

input: file name

output: print the word and how many time it appears.

//repeated read a word from the file and update the time it appears

while read word from file

/*

* check the current count for the word,

* if the word has not appeared, then insert the new word into the map

* otherwise, increase the count by 1

*/

YOUR CODE HERE

//look through all entries in the map to find the most frequent word

YOUR CODE HERE

//print the word and number of times it appear.

YOUR CODE HERE

(b) Expected time cost:

2. (6 points) Use three ways to check if there are any duplicates in an array. Write the pseudo code and
justify the time and space cost for each implementation. When you count the space cost, only count
the temp space you used in the apg. Do NOT include the space for the input data array.

(a) Use double loop to compare all pairs
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Alg hasDuplicates(A, n)

Input: A is an array of data with size n.

Output: if A has any two duplicate values, return true, otherwise return

false.

YOUR CODE HERE

Space Cost:

Time Cost:

(b) Sort data first, then check the ones next to each other

Alg hasDuplicates(A, n)

Input: A is an array of data with size n.

Output: if A has any two duplicate values, return true, otherwise return

false.

YOUR CODE HERE

Space Cost:

Time Cost:

(c) Insert data item in the array to hashmap until a collision or duplicate key was found

Alg hasDuplicates(A, n)

Input: A is an array of data with size n.

Output: if A has any two duplicate values, return true, otherwise return

false.

YOUR CODE HERE

Space Cost:

Time Cost:
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